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o all tuhon, it naily concei'i.
projecting with its edge into the inner slot in
Be it known that I, EDWARDM. HEWSON, a the
throat-plate.
citizen of the United States, residing at Stillwa J is the feeder, which is of the usual con 55
ter, in the county of Saratoga and State of New
and projects through the slot in the
5 York, have invented certain new and useful struction,
throat-plate
to the outer edge of the
Improvements in Trimming Attachments for bed-plate, andnearest
the
arm
IK, which connects the
Sewing-Machines; and I do hereby declare feeder with the eccentric
upon the lmain
that the following is a full, clear, and exact shaft, (the machine for whichL this
attachment
description of the invention, which will ena is especially intended being a machine
IO
ble others skilled in the art to which it apper a loop-forming hook upon the end of thehaving
main
tains to make and use the same, reference be
and having the feed operated by an ec
ing had to the accompanying drawings, which shaft,
centric upon the said shaft,) is provided with
form a part of this specification, and in which another
M, which has a plate, N, Se
Figure 1 is a perspective view of as much cured to feeder,
its
outer
side, and the said feeder
15 of a sewing-machine as will show my improved and plate are secured
upon the side of the
trimming attachment. Fig. 2 is a similar view arm by means of a screw,
O, and the plate
of the mechanism below the bed-plate with secured upon the outwardly-facing
side of the
portions broken away. Fig. 3 is a vertical feeder has its upper edge cut straight
and
Section on line a ac, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a section sharpened as the edge of a scissors-blade. The
Online of 21, Fig. 3. FigS. 5 and 6 are perspec side and edge of the trimmer-disk bears against
tive detail views of the feeder and of the foot, the
side of the cutting-plate,
and Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a portion the outwardly-facing
said
disk
and
plate
forming a perfect
of a sewing-machine, showing the trimming pair of scissors, and thethus
trimmer-disk
may be
attachment applied to a rotary feeder.
adjusted
closer
to
the
needle,
and
consequently
25 Similar letters of reference indicate corre to the stitching, by interposing washers be
sponding parts in all the figures.
the inner side of the said disk and the
My invention has relation to that class of tween
end
of
shaft, and the cutting-plate may be
sewing-machines in which a rotary cutting adjustedthetoward
the needle by interposing
disk operates in conjunction with an opposite washers or plates between
outwardly-fac
cutting-edge to trim of the edges of the fab ing side of the feeder-arm the
and the inwardly
ric sewed; and it consists in the improved con facing side of the plate.
struction and combination of parts of an at P is the presser-foot, which is of the usual
tachment in which the cutting-edge opposite construction, and a plate, Q, having a later
to the cutting or trimming disk is attached to
35 the feeder, thus causing the feeder to carry off ally-projecting slotted arm, R, slides with the
said slotted arm adjustably upon a set-screw,
the trimmings and preventing them from ob S,
passing into the end of the foot facing the
structing
the work, as hereinafter more fully operator,
and the said plate forms a slot be
described and claimed.
its outwardly-facing edge and the in
In the accompanying drawings, the letter tween
Wardly-facing edge of the foot, in which slot
A. indicates the bed-plate of the machine. B the
trimmer-wheel rotates, the plate bearing
is the throat-plate, which is provided with against
the auxiliary feeder and the foot bear
two slots, Cand D, for the passage of the feeder ing against
feeder acting upon the fabric.
acting upon the fabric and for the feeder act It will be the
seen that by having the cutting 95
ing upon the trimmings, the latter projecting edge
against the trimmer-disk se
5 the
through
the slot nearest to the inner edge of curedoperating
upon an auxiliary feeder the trimmings
bed-plate.
be fed away from the needle as well as
E is the main shaft of the sewing-machine, willfabric
sewed, and that the trimmer-disk
and a cog-wheel, F, is secured upon the shaft, the
will
cut
a
clear
edge, and, if desired, the trim IOO
and meshes with a pinion, G, upon a shaft, H, ming-disk, the auxiliary
feeder and cutting
SO journaled in bearings upon the top of the bed edge,
and
the
plate
upon
the
presser-foot may
plate, and a disk, I, having sharp cutting be adjusted so as to trium the edges
fab
edges, is secured upon the end of the shaft, ric closer to the stitches than whenof the
in their
-l.
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normal position, by interposing washers be
interposing washers between the feeder-arm
and the auxiliary feeder, and by adjusting the
slotted arm of the plate of the presser-foot.
In Fig. 7 is shown a perspective view of the
attachment adapted for a machine having a ro
tary feeder, in which case an auxiliary feeder
disk is placed upon the shaft for the feeder,
O the outwardly-facing side of which is pro

of the trimmer-disk, the outer portion serving
feeder, and the inner portion of the footpress
ing against the trimmings and the trimmings
feeder, as and for the purpose shown and set

tween the disk and the end of its shaft, and by to press against the fabric and the fabric

vided with a cutting-edge which operates to
gether with the trimmer-disk.
I am aware that it is not broadly new to
have a revolving trimmer-disk above the bed
plate operating together with a corresponding
disk below the bed-plate, and I do not claim
such construction, broadly; and I am likewise
aware that sewing-machines have been made
in which two feeders have projected through
slots in the throat-plate, one at each side of a
cutter, feeding the goods and the trimmings,
and I do not claim this construction either;
but

I claim
25

1. The combination of the bed-plate of a

sewing-machine having two slots, one at each
side of the needle-hole, a trimmer-disk jour
naled to rotate above the throat-plate, and
with its lower portion in the slot farthest from
the edge of the bed-plate, a feeder having one
portion projecting up through the Outer slot
in the throat-plate, and serving to feed the
fabric, and having another portion projecting
through the inner slot, provided with a cut
35 ting-edge upon its outer edge, and serving to
feed the trimmings, and a foot having a slot
formed at its inner portion for the reception

forth.
2. The combination of the main shaft in a

Sewing-machine having a loop-making hook .
and eccentric and placed under the bed-plate
of the machine, a throat-plate having two slots
on each side of the needle-hole, a cog-wheel
secured upon the main shaft, a shaft journaled
upon the bed-plate of the machine, and hav
ing a pinion at one end meshing with the cog
wheel, and provided with a trimmer-disk se
cured adjustably upon its outer end, the feeder
having the usual arm rocking upon the eccen
tric, and projecting through the outer slot of 55
the throat-plate, the auxiliary feeder having
a downwardly - projecting lip secured by a
screw to the arm of the feeder, the plate hav
ing the upper cutting-edge and secured upon
the outwardly - facing side of the auxiliary 6o
feeder by the screw securing the latter, the
presser-foot bearing against the feeder, and
the plate having the laterally-projecting slot
ted arm sliding adjustably, upon the screw
fitting in the foot, the said plate bearing against 65
the auxiliary feeder, as and for the purpose
shown and set forth.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my own I have hereunto affixed my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
EDWARD M. HEWSON.
Witnesses:
WM. SECHER,
WM. H. BENTON.

